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Captain Lim Khoy Hing is an ex-airline pilot who is
passionate about flying, having worked all his life high
above the clouds since leaving college. During his career,
he was fortunate enough to fly the latest fly-by-wire planes
such as the Boeing 777 and the Airbus A320, A330 and A340.
He logged a total of 25,500 flying hours, or about 20 trips
to the moon and back! Capt. Lim finished his flying career
with AirAsia X, retiring from flying in 2011. He is
currently a Flight Simulator Instructor with AirAsia X, and
columnist for the carrier’s in-flight magazine, Travel
3Sixty. His first book, Life in the Skies, was published in
2013 and is a regional bestseller.
Up-To-Date Coverage of Every Aspect of Commercial Aviation
Safety Completely revised edition to fully align with
current U.S. and international regulations, this hands-on
resource clearly explains the principles and practices of
commercial aviation safety—from accident investigations to
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Safety Management Systems. Commercial Aviation Safety, Sixth
Edition, delivers authoritative information on today's risk
management on the ground and in the air. The book offers the
latest procedures, flight technologies, and accident
statistics. You will learn about new and evolving
challenges, such as lasers, drones (unmanned aerial
vehicles), cyberattacks, aircraft icing, and software bugs.
Chapter outlines, review questions, and real-world incident
examples are featured throughout. Coverage includes: • ICAO,
FAA, EPA, TSA, and OSHA regulations • NTSB and ICAO accident
investigation processes • Recording and reporting of safety
data • U.S. and international aviation accident statistics •
Accident causation models • The Human Factors Analysis and
Classification System (HFACS) • Crew Resource Management
(CRM) and Threat and Error Management (TEM) • Aviation
Safety Reporting System (ASRS) and Flight Data Monitoring
(FDM) • Aircraft and air traffic control technologies and
safety systems • Airport safety, including runway incursions
• Aviation security, including the threats of intentional
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harm and terrorism • International and U.S. Aviation Safety
Management Systems
Get thousands of facts right at your fingertips with this
essential resource. The World Almanac® and Book of Facts is
America's top-selling reference book of all time, with more
than 82 million copies sold. Since 1868, this compendium of
information has been the authoritative source for all your
entertainment, reference, and learning needs. The 2017
edition of The World Almanac® reviews the events of 2016 and
will be your go-to source for questions on any topic in the
upcoming year. Praised as a "treasure trove of political,
economic, scientific and educational statistics and
information" by The Wall Street Journal, The World Almanac®
and Book of Facts will answer all of your trivia needs—from
history and sports to geography, pop culture, and much more.
Features include: • 2016—Top 10 News Topics: The editors of
The World Almanac® list the top stories that held the
world's attention in 2016. • 2016—Year in Sports: Hundreds
of pages of trivia and statistics that are essential for any
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sports fan, featuring complete coverage of the 2016 Olympic
Games in Rio, the 2016 World Series, and much more. •
2016—Year in Pictures: Striking full-color images from
around the world in 2016, covering news, entertainment,
science, and sports. • 2016—Offbeat News Stories: The World
Almanac® editors found some of the strangest news stories of
the year. • World Almanac ® Editors' Picks: Time Capsule:
The World Almanac® lists the items that most came to
symbolize the year 2016, from news and sports to pop
culture. • 2016 Election Results: The World Almanac®
provides a comprehensive look at the entire 2016 election
process, from the roller coaster of the early primaries to
state and county presidential voting results and coverage of
House, Senate, and gubernatorial races. • The World at a
Glance: This annual feature of The World Almanac® provides a
quick look at the surprising stats and curious facts that
define the changing world. • World Almanac ® Editors’ Picks:
The Best Teams That Never Won It All: In light of Golden
State's unprecedented regular season success and eventual
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downfall in the NBA Finals, The World Almanac® takes a look
back into sports history for the best teams that fell just
short of championship glory. • Statistical Spotlight: A
brand-new feature highlights statistics relevant to the
biggest stories of the year. These data provide context to
give readers a fresh perspective on important issues. •
Other New Highlights: Newly available statistics on
sexuality, student loans, overdose deaths, state minimum
wages, and much more.
Life in the Skies is a unique compendium of tips, advice,
anecdotes and tales from the storied career of life-long
pilot, Captain Lim Khoy Hing. Captain Lim provides insights
into every aspect of air travel – informing passengers of
all the hidden mysteries of airplane safety and regulations,
enlightening those who wonder how someone trains and becomes
an international airline pilot, and entertaining readers
throughout with anecdotes, tales and jokes from his own
personal experiences in the air. Complemented with more than
40 full-colour personal illustrations of the Captain, Life
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in the Skies will be a valuable and useful guide for air
travellers and budding-pilots alike!
Life In The Skies: Everything you want to know about flying
Manual del piloto de vuelo sin Motor
Development and Implementation
Air Crash Investigations: Running Out of Fuel, How Air
Transat 236 Managed to Fly 100 Miles Without Fuel and Land
Safely
Aviation Resource Management: Proceedings of the Fourth
Australian Aviation Psychology Symposium: v. 1
Management of the Integrated Aviation Value Chain
QF32 is the award winning bestseller from Richard de Crespigny, author of the
forthcoming Fly!: Life Lessons from the Cockpit of QF32 On 4 November 2010, a
flight from Singapore to Sydney came within a knife edge of being one of the
world's worst air disasters. Shortly after leaving Changi Airport, an explosion
shattered Engine 2 of Qantas flight QF32 - an Airbus A380, the largest and most
advanced passenger plane ever built. Hundreds of pieces of shrapnel ripped
through the wing and fuselage, creating chaos as vital flight systems and backups were destroyed or degraded. In other hands, the plane might have been lost
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with all 469 people on board, but a supremely experienced flight crew, led by
Captain Richard de Crespigny, managed to land the crippled aircraft and safely
disembark the passengers after hours of nerve-racking effort. Tracing Richard's
life and career up until that fateful flight, QF32 shows exactly what goes into the
making of a top-level airline pilot, and the extraordinary skills and training needed
to keep us safe in the air. Fascinating in its detail and vividly compelling in its
narrative, QF32 is the riveting, blow-by-blow story of just what happens when
things go badly wrong in the air, told by the captain himself. Winner of ABIA
Awards for Best General Non-fiction Book of the Year 2013 and Indie Awards'
Best Non-fiction 2012 Shortlisted ABIA Awards' Book of the Year 2013
A gripping account of how a major air disaster was averted, by the captain and
former Top Gun pilot Instinctively, I release my pressure on the sidestick. Out of
my subconscious, a survival technique from a previous life emerges: Neutralise!
I'm not in control so I must neutralise controls. I never imagined I'd use this part
of my military experience in a commercial airliner ... On routine flight QF72 from
Singapore to Perth on 7 October 2008, the primary flight computers went rogue,
causing the plane to pitch down, nose first, towards the Indian Ocean - twice. The
Airbus A330 carrying 315 passengers and crew was out of control, with violent
negative G forces propelling anyone and anything untethered through the cabin
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roof. It took the skill and discipline of veteran US Navy Top Gun Kevin Sullivan,
captain of the ill-fated flight, to wrestle the plane back under control and perform
a high-stakes emergency landing at a RAAF base on the WA coast 1200
kilometres north of Perth. In No Man's Land, the captain of the flight tells the full
story for the first time. It's a gripping, blow-by-blow account of how, along with his
co-pilots, Sullivan relied on his elite military training to land the gravely
malfunctioning plane and narrowly avert what could have been a horrific air
disaster. As automation becomes the way of the future, and in the aftermath of
Ethiopian Airlines flight 302 and Lion Air flight JT610, the story of QF72 raises
important questions about how much control we relinquish to computers and
whether more checks and balances are needed. A gripping read in the tradition
of Sully: Miracle on the Hudson by Chesley B. Sullenberger.
The objective of this book is to present a number of related chapters on the
subject of gender issues in the workplace of the aviation industry. More
specifically, the chapters address the continuing shortfall in the number of women
pilots in both civilian and military aviation. Considerable research has been
carried out on gender issues in the workplace and, for example, women
represent about 10% of employees in engineering. This example is often used to
show that the consequences of gender discrimination are embedded and difficult
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to overcome in masculine-dominated occupations. However, women represent
only 5-6% of the profession of pilot. Clearly there are many factors which mitigate
women seeking to become pilots. The chapters within this volume raise both
theoretical and practical issues, endeavouring to address the imbalance of
women pilots in this occupation. Absent Aviators consolidates a diverse range of
issues from a number of authors from Australia, Austria, the United States,
Canada, South Africa and the United Kingdom. Each of the chapters is researchbased and aims to present a broad picture of gender issues in aviation, gendered
workplaces and sociology, underpinned by sound theoretical perspectives and
methodologies. One chapter additionally raises issues on the historical exclusion
of race from an airline. The book will prove to be a valuable contribution to the
debates on women in masculine-oriented occupations and a practical guide for
the aviation industry to help overcome the looming shortfall of pilots. It is also
hoped it will directly encourage young women to identify and overcome the
barriers to becoming a civilian or military pilot.
Longtime pilot and A330 expert, Bill Palmer, explains some of the contributing
factors of the deadly Air France 337 crash off the coast of Brazil in 2009, as well
as lessons learned, and how air travel can be safer going forward.
Aviation News
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QF32
Aviation Systems
Air Force Magazine
Understanding Air France 447
16th International Conference, EPCE 2019, Held as Part of the 21st HCI
International Conference, HCII 2019, Orlando, FL, USA, July 26–31, 2019,
Proceedings
On August 24, 2001, Air Transat Flight 236, an Airbus 330, was on its way from
Toronto, Canada to Lisbon, Portugal with 306 people on board. Above the
Atlantic Ocean, the crew noticed a dangerous fuel imbalance. The crew changed
the planned route for a landing at the Lajes Airport in the Azores. At 06:13 the
right engine flamed out. At 06:26, the left engine also flamed out. However, after
flying 100 miles without fuel the crew managed to land the aircraft at the Lajes
Airport at 06:45. After the landing small fires started in the main-gear wheels,
they were extinguished by the crash rescue response vehicles. Only 16
passengers and 2 cabin-crew members received injuries. The aircraft suffered
damage to the fuselage and to the main landing gear. The investigation
uncovered a large crack in the fuel line of the right engine, it was caused by
mistakes during an engine change just before the start of the flight.
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Flying has been my dream since before I can remember... literally. My Aunt
Odette tells me that when I was three years old, she took me with her to the Portau-Prince International Airport to pick someone up, and when I saw an airliner up
close for the first time, I excitedly yelled out, "I want to drive that!" I don't recall
that event, but it serves as evidence that my fascination with flying began at a
remarkably young age. My first memory of wanting to fly came a few years later
at the age of seven. I was on my very first flight, from Port-au-Prince to New York
City, where I was going to start a new life in a new country. I remember looking at
all the people boarding the airplane and wondering how that "big silver bird" was
going to get us into the air (that silver bird was an American Airlines Boeing 727).
To this day, the whole experience is vivid in my mind: being greeted with a smile
by the captain at the aircraft entry door, the funny feeling in my stomach as the
plane accelerated down the runway, leaping into the air, and my utter disbelief
that we didn't drop out of the sky! I was mesmerized by it all, and by the time the
plane came to a stop at our gate, my dream had been born... I wanted to become
an airline pilot. I have been blessed to be living that dream since 1999. It's a
dream from which I hope never to awaken. This is the story of the lifelong journey
I have taken in realizing that dream. I invite you to come along with me as we go
from my birth in Haiti to the present day, as I live my dream every day. You will
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come with me as I move to America at the age of seven, a country I knew nothing
about and whose language I didn't speak, a land that would truly prove to be "the
land of opportunity." You will feel my sense of wonder and bewilderment growing
up in New York City, trying to understand my new world. You will face my
struggles to fit in with the kids in the housing project where my family lived for a
decade as Mom and Dad saved money to buy a house. You will meet my
parents, who encouraged my dream of flying, and my fifth grade teacher who
helped me to see that it was possible not only to dream it, but also to achieve it.
It's a story of potential fulfilled, and my family's sacrifices to get me through
college and flight school. You will fly with me from my first lesson to my first
airline job as a copilot, to the day I earned my four-stripes and first heard
someone call me "Captain." You will sit with me in the captain's seat as I fly an
airline jet over Haiti for the first time, looking down from thirty-eight thousand feet
onto the land of my birth where my dream had been born. You will soar with me
over the majestic Amazon jungle in Brazil, over the desert-flanked Nile River in
Egypt, and the sparkling Mediterranean Sea. You will fly with me through New
York City blizzards, Indian monsoons, and Arabian sandstorms. You will travel
with me on adventures to Europe, South America, the Middle East, South Asia,
the Caribbean, and other parts of the world I used to dream of going to as a child;
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places that have affected me profoundly and where I left a little part of myself. I
have seen all these things through the eyes of the seven year-old boy from Haiti
that I was and in many ways, still am; the little boy who had a sense of just how
incredible the world and life are, who dreamt of a life of worldwide adventure, and
was blessed to have his dream come true. That is the reason for the title of this
book, "The Seven Year-Old Pilot," because even after years of flying around the
world, in many ways, I still feel like that little boy, and I always try to approach my
travels and my life with his sense of gratitude, amazement, and awe. I truly
believe that every one of us has life experiences and lessons worth sharing that
can inspire, enlighten, teach, and benefit others because we have all liv
A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies,
expanded to include more than 100 cases plus a "super case" on the Iridium
Project Case studies are an important part of project management education and
training. This Fourth Edition of Harold Kerzner's Project Management Case
Studies features a number of new cases covering value measurement in project
management. Also included is the well-received "super case," which covers all
aspects of project management and may be used as a capstone for a course.
This new edition: Contains 100-plus case studies drawn from real companies to
illustrate both successful and poor implementation of project management
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Represents a wide range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical,
aerospace, manufacturing, automotive, finance and banking, and
telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and international
project management plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project, covering all
aspects of project management Follows and supports preparation for the Project
Management Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam Project Management Case
Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for students, as well as practicing
engineers and managers, and can be used on its own or with the new Eleventh
Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark reference, Project Management: A Systems
Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project
Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management
Institute, Inc.)
The most comprehensive coverage to date of Air France 447, an Airbus A330
that crashed in the ocean north of Brazil on June 1, 2009, killing all 228 persons
on board. Written by A330 Captain, Bill Palmer, this book opens to understanding
the actions of the crew, how they failed to understand and control the problem,
and how the airplane works and the part it played. All in easy to understand
terms. Addressed are the many contributing aspects of weather, human factors,
and airplane system operation and design that the crew could not recover from.
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How each contributed is covered in detail along with what has been done, and
needs to be done in the future to prevent this from happening again. Also see the
book's companion website: UnderstandingAF447.com
The Seven Year-Old Pilot
Airline Operations
Engaging the Next Generation of Aviation Professionals
Aviation Training
Avionics
Airbus Flight Control Laws
Written by a range of international industry practitioners, this book offers a comprehensive
overview of the essence and nature of airline operations in terms of an operational and
regulatory framework, the myriad of planning activities leading up to the current day, and the
nature of intense activity that typifies both normal and disrupted airline operations. The first
part outlines the importance of the regulatory framework underpinning airline operations,
exploring how airlines structure themselves in terms of network and business model. The second
part draws attention to the operational environment, explaining the framework of the air traffic
system and processes instigated by operational departments within airlines. The third part
presents a comprehensive breakdown of the activities that occur on the actual operating day.
The fourth part provides an eye-opener into events that typically go wrong on the operating day
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and then the means by which airlines try to mitigate these problems. Finally, a glimpse is
provided of future systems, processes, and technologies likely to be significant in airline
operations. Airline Operations: A Practical Guide offers valuable knowledge to industry and
academia alike by providing readers with a well-informed and interesting dialogue on critical
functions that occur every day within airlines.
Extensive animation and clear narration highlight this first-of-its-kind CD-ROM. It shows all
major systems of jet and turboprop aircraft and how they work. Ideal for self-instruction,
classroom instruction or just the curious at heart.
This title was first published in 2000. This is volume one of a two-volume set which presents the
reader with strategies for the contributions of psychology and human factors to the safe and
effective functioning of aviation organizations and systems.Together, the volumes comprise the
edited contributions to the Fourth Australian Aviation Psychology Symposium. The chapters
within are orientated towards presenting and developing practical solutions for the present and
future challenges facing the aviation industry. Each volume covers areas of vital and enduring
importance in the complex aviation system. Volume one includes aviation safety, crew resource
management, the aircraft cabin, cockpit automation, safety investigation, fatigue and stress, and
applied human factors in training.
Airline pilots often have to face sudden, unexpected situations that can become potentially
dangerous. They are trained to deal with these situations, but sometimes the lack of time before
the situation deteriorates and the associated stress can compromise their basic cognitive
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sequence and lead to a serious incident or even an accident. This book
The Reconfiguration laws
Federal Register
Learners, Instruction and Organization
No Man's Land
Volume 2 - Proceedings of the Fourth Australian Aviation Psychology Symposium
Federal Register Index
Some investigators believe that Flight MH 370 was hijacked and it was a crucial part
of a special mission that was fixed beforehand. 'Someone' took the control of the
cockpit and flew the aircraft to a pre-selected place. They believe the missing of
Flight MH 370 is not a history, but a mystery that had left behind a series of
unanswered question, such as what had actually happened in the cockpit? Who
changed the flight path? Was it a part of an organized plan? Who switched off the
transponder, preventing anyone from tracking the aircraft? Who would be benefitted?
The important answers probably don't lie in the ocean but on land. Somehow the
focus was changed. This book has tried to find some reliable answers.
This two volume set presents the reader with new strategies for the contributions of
psychology and Human Factors to the safe and effective functioning of aviation
organizations and systems. The volumes comprise the edited contributions to the
Fourth Australian Aviation Psychology Symposium. The chapters within are
orientated towards presenting and developing practical solutions for the current and
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future challenges facing the aviation industry. Each volume covers areas of vital and
enduring importance within today’s complex aviation system. Volume 2 covers
Selection, Training, Human-Machine Interface, Air Traffic Control, Maintenance and
Situational Awareness. Invited chapters include contributions from Capt. Da iel
Maurino (ICAO), Professor Bob Helmreich (University of Texas), Jean Pari s and
Dr. Ashleigh Merritt (D dale), Professor Ron Westrum (Eastern Michigan
University), Capt. Azmi Radzi (Malaysian Airlines), Nicole Sv tek (Virgin Atlantic),
Professor Patrick Hudson (Leiden University), Dr. Sherry Chappell (Delta
Technology), Dr. Nick McDonald (Trinity College, Dublin), Professor Jan Davies
(University of Calgary), Capt. John Bent (Cathay Pacific Airways), Dr. Carol Manning
(FAA), Dr. Manfred Barberino and Dr. Anne Isaac (EUROCONTROL), Dr. Drew
Dawson (University of South Australia), Rebecca Chute and Professor Earl Wiener
(NASA Ames), Dr. Gavan Lintern (AMRL), Bert Ruitenberg (IFATCA) and Dr. Mica
Endsley (SA Technologies)
Renamed to reflect the increased role of digital electronics in modern flight control
systems, Cary Spitzer's industry-standard Digital Avionics Handbook, Second Edition
is available in two comprehensive volumes designed to provide focused coverage for
specialists working in different areas of avionics development. The second
installment, Avionics: Development and Implementation explores the practical side of
avionics. The book examines such topics as modeling and simulation, electronic
hardware reliability, certification, fault tolerance, and several examples of real-world
applications. New chapters discuss RTCA DO-297/EUROCAE ED-124 integrated
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modular avionics development and the Genesis platform.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on
Engineering Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics, EPCE 2019, held as part of the
21st International Conference, HCI International 2019, which took place in Orlando,
FL, USA, in July 2019. The total of 1274 papers and 209 posters included in the 35
HCII 2019 proceedings volumes was carefully reviewed and selected from 5029
submissions. EPCE 2019 includes a total of 34 regular papers; they were organized
in topical sections named: mental workload and performance; visual cognition;
cognitive psychology in aviation and space; and group collaboration and decision
making.
Sea Harrier FRS 1 vs Mirage III/Dagger
Air Crash Investigations: Lost Over the Atlantic, the Mysterious Disappearance of Air
France Flight 447
Aviation English for Pilots and ATCOs
Proceedings of the Fourth Australian Aviation Psychology Symposium
Real Time Graphics
South Atlantic 1982

The book is in three parts, which consider training from the perspective of the
learner, the instructor and the organization. Its intended readership includes
civil and military training and senior pilots, flying instructors, check pilots, CRM
facilitators, Human Factors and safety departments, and aviation and
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educational psychologists as well as those in operations and air traffic
management and regulatory authorities.
On 31 May 2009, flight AF447, an Airbus A330-200, took off from Rio de Janeiro
bound for Paris. At 2 h 10, a position message and some maintenance messages
were transmitted by the ACARS automatic system. After this nothing was heard
of from the aircraft. Six days later bodies and airplane parts were found by the
French and Brazilian navies. All 228 passengers and crew members on board
are presumed to have perished in the accident. A massive search by air and sea
craft for the plane's black boxes failed so far.
Engaging the Next Generation of Aviation Professionals is an edited volume that
brings together a diverse set of academic and professional perspectives within
the three themes of attracting, educating, and retaining the next generation of
aviation professionals (NGAP). This compilation is the first academic work
specifically targeting this critical issue. The book presents a rich variety of
perspectives, academic philosophies, and real-world examples. Submissions
include brief case studies, longer scholarly works from respected academics,
and professional reflections from individuals who have made important
contributions to their field. The book includes academic chapters that explore
the topic from a more theoretical standpoint yet are accessible and
understandable to a professional audience. These are complemented by both
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broad and specific practice examples that describe initiatives and applications
occurring in the industry around the three themes. All submissions include
descriptive insights, experiences, and first-hand accounts of accomplishments,
intended to support the work of other professionals managing NGAP issues.
This work will be valuable to anyone involved in attracting, educating, or
retaining NGAP, including academics, operators, national and international
regulators, and outreach coordinators, among many others.
Understanding Air France 447William Palmer
the untold story of automation and QF72
Case Studies
Aviation Resource Management
SILENT COCKPIT
Human Limitations and Interaction with Technology in the Cockpit
Facing the Unexpected in Flight
Este manual ha sido escrito con la intención de proporcionar una
guía al alumno sobre las asignaturas teóricas y teóricoprácticas necesarias para la obtención de la Licencia de piloto
de vuelo sin motor. Cada asignatura ha sido tratada sobre la
base de que el lector-estudiante no tenga ningún tipo de
conocimiento previo en esta materia. El lector se encontrará
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siempre, (o casi siempre en los límites de las posibilidades de
formato) lo escrito por un lado y las ilustraciones en el lado
opuesto del libro abierto. Todo el manual está subdividido en
dos partes: la 1a parte Teórica y la 2a parte Teórico-práctica,
ambas subdivididas en capítulos que representan las diferentes
asignaturas. Cada Capítulo está subdividido en Secciones. Cada
Sección trata generalmente un argumento y está ulteriormente
subdividida en Párrafos que tratan los varios detalles del
argumento. Párrafos y Secciones han sido subdivididos de manera
muy fraccionada para facilitar el estudio, la memorización, la
comodidad de la consulta y la referencia. En la exposición de
los temas a menudo se hace referencia a otras Secciones ó
Párrafos para facilitar la exposición y evitar inútiles
repeticiones.
This book provides an overview of the aviation sector by
focusing on all major aspects embedded in the environment
(subsystems) and the market of aviation. The book explains the
linkages between subsystems politics, society, technology,
economy, environment, and regulation, and how these subsystems
influence each other and the market. The book starts by
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describing the aviation system, then focuses on the supply side
and the demand side of the system and in a final part focuses on
steering and controlling the system of aviation from a
managerial, economic, and regulatory perspective. Examples and
case studies of airports, airlines, and the production industry
in each chapter support the application-oriented approach. The
summary and review questions help the reader to understand the
focus and main messages of each chapter. Students and
researchers in business administration with a focus on aviation,
as well as professionals in the industry looking to refresh or
broaden their knowledge in the field will benefit from this
book.
The fifth in this series of illustrated monographs on the key
civil aircraft of today: this volume focuses upon the Airbus
A320. It examines the design, production and in-service record
of the Airbus, and details airline customers and aircraft
attrition, as well as a full production list.
Captain John A. Moktadier graduated and received his Bachelor's
Degree from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Daytona
Beach, Florida. He has been flying for the past 35 years and
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currently holds both a Gold Seal Flight Instructor and Advanced
Ground Instructor licenses from the FAA. Capt. Moktadier has
four type ratings which include: Airbus 330, Airbus 320, Boeing
747 and Boeing 727. He has logged over 24,000 hours flight time
with the majority of his hours in jet transport and wide body
aircraft. He has flown around the world. Captain Moktadier
served as a Boeing 727 Check Airman (TRE) and conducted rating
rides, proficiency checks, instructions and simulator checks and
line checks for over 10 years with a commercial airline in the
United States. He has trained hundreds of pilots with no
failures and well above average results. The pilots he has
trained have lots of respect for Capt. Moktadier's knowledge and
his training style made them feel relaxed during the entire
simulator session maximizing their learning due to his teaching
ability, honesty and integrity. They have all commented that he
is a true professional instructor and TRE. This is his second
book that he has published. The first one was Boeing 727 Flight
Master which received many outstanding and excellent reviews and
positive feedback from the professionals in the airline industry
who read the book and it soon became one of the best training
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books on a Boeing 727.
Airbus 330
Pakistan & Gulf Economist
A Practical Guide
Airbus A320
The Final Destination of MH 370
Project Management
Flightpath is the definitive course for pilots and Air Traffic
Controllers who need an ICAO4 level of English to work in the
industry. Written by Philip Shawcross, one of the world's
leading Aviation English experts, and reviewed by a panel of
aviation English specialists, this course offers a thorough
grounding in the range of communication skills needed by both
pilots and Air Traffic Control Officers (ATCOs) aiming to reach
ICAO4 level or above. The Teacher's Book is a complete manual
and subject matter reference book for Aviation English teachers
of any level of experience, with detailed notes and instructions
for each unit. The teacher's notes provide further support and
will help the trainer customise the course for pilots, ATCOs and
mixed classes.
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The Inner Stories of two hijacked aircrafts and a missing
aircraft. A collection of three non-fictions (Silent Cockpit,
Flight 73 and Flight 648) under one cover Silent Cockpit:
'Silent Cockpit' is a non-fiction, based on the mysterious
missing of Malaysian Flight MH 370 that had left behind a series
of unanswered question. On March 8, 2014, the Malaysian Airlines
MH370 had been 'vanished' from the sky and it has become one of
the world's greatest aviation mysteries.. After five years no
one can sayexactly what happened to the ill fated aircraft. This
book has tried to find the answers behind the mysterious missing
of Flight MH 370. Flight 73: 'Flight 73' is a non-fiction, based
on the true events that had happened on 6th September, 1986
while Pan-Am Clipper 73 was hijacked on the ground in Karachi,
Pakistan. Nearly 361 passengers, ground crew and 13 flight
attendants spent 16 hours as hostages of the terrorists. When
the 747's alternate power system f
Following Argentina's military operation to take possession of
the Falkland Islands/Islas Malvinas, British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher's government launched a major naval operation
to return them to British rule. Defending the Royal Navy task
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force were two small squadrons totalling 20 Sea Harriers
(SHARs). Initial clashes between SHARs and Argentine Mirages and
Daggers on 1 May 1982 failed to eliminate the Sea Harrier
defenders. FAA fighter-bomber pilots relied on daring and
courageous ultra-low level attacks, frequently escaping the Sea
Harrier's limited capabilities, against Royal Navy warships and
auxiliaries, causing considerable damage during Operation
Corporate, the large-scale amphibious operation to repossess the
islands. Publishing 35 years after the end of the conflict, this
fully illustrated volume offers a balanced and objective
examination of the SHAR and the Argentine Mirage and Dagger
aircraft, highlighting the attributes of both and the skills and
courage of the pilots flying them.
An exploration of the Airbus fly-by-wire flight control laws
that become active when Normal law can no longer function. A
follow on to Airbus A330 Normal Law.
Absent Aviators
Sky Tales: More Insights from A Life In The Skies
Legislative Calendar
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The Memoirs of Captain Ali Al-Wahabi, Former Presidential Pilot
for Saddam Hussein
Gender Issues in Aviation
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